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The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

STEPS TOWARDS HIGHER THINKING INSTRUCTIONS
ANALYZING VARIOUS PERSPECTIVES HELP CLARIFY IF PROGRESS AND OR EQUITY
WAS REALLY ACHIEVED?
When trying to analyze the big picture of Progress and Equity, we must understand how
and why decisions are made. In order to do this, we must recognize the point of view of all
the individuals or groups involved. These points of view are dictated by previous
experiences that hinder or cause decisions to be made that could hurt or help the idea of
Progress and Equity. When you are studying Progress and Equity use the Perspectives to
help you dig deeper to understand why or why not Progress and Equity was achieved. For
example, ask why and how emotions affected the final decision. Ask who was being
conservative and why they were being closed minded towards change? Who was trying to
manipulate the situation and he was trying to give guidance? The more Perspectives you
connect to the topic, groups, and individuals involved, the better you will understand how
much Progress and or Equity was achieved.
Use this resource to help you critically think about what is occurring as we discuss the
various topics in this course. You can also use this resource for other courses. This is a
great tool to use when you research information, and it is also a valuable when you have to
make decisions in your life. All the Perspectives below are concepts that you connect with
daily. You are always weighing what is good for you and if you are being treated fairly, but
how do you get to that perspective? Below are the steps taken to decide whether you’ve
been treated fairly and if you have progressed. As you begin to master the different
Perspectives, you will come realize you have to choose which is more important, Progress
or Equity. Next time you say something isn’t fair or someone is doing too much, compare
their perspective and motive to your own and see if your statement holds any weight.

EXAMPLES TO LOOK FOR
Ideology, Social, Political, Interaction, Cultural, and Economic = ISPICE

The ISPICE concept provides a model to connect different perspectives. ISPICE
provides an outline to understanding topics and identify examples about the topic. Ask
questions using the ISPICE model to understand the perspective of an author and or
topic. For example, what is the author’s view on “politics?” Combine ISPICE with the
perspectives and get a more in-depth question/answer on the topic being discussed.
For example, what is the author’s view on “political progress” or “economic inequities?”
ISPICE helps provides more meaning to examples and topics that you research.
Use the questions for each Perspective to identify and understand how the Perspectives
connect to the topic. The pictures give you a visualization of how Perspectives work and
interact with each other and with ISPICE. Once you understand how the Perspectives
connect to the topic, use the sentence starters or the questions you used to understand the
Perspective to discuss what you’ve learned. Use the documents, History Rubric, How to
Answer Historical Questions, Current Event Template and ISPICE and Perspective
Combination Chart as additional resources to help you critically think.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Color fo
r outlining Perspectives - Sky Blue

Progress vs. Equity
The goal is to identify and explain in detail the Progress and Equity in the various topics of
the course. Need, Want, Logic, Emotion, Martin, Malcolm, Liberal, Conservative, Right,
Wrong, Grey (debatable), Truth, Lies, Opinion, Guidance, Manipulation, Faith, Equality,
Justice, Spiritual, and Secular perspectives are used to analyze the ideal of Progress vs.
Equity in depth. Analyze the prioritization and balance of these factors to understand the
concept of Progress and Equity. Which Perspectives are prioritized over the others? When
studying topics, create different Perspective scenarios and analyze ISPICE. For example,
how does Need vs. Spiritual vs. Emotion vs. Malcolm affect the emergence of slavery and
racism in America?
If you are having an issue with understanding who is progressing or what is fair, the
different perspectives will help lead you to your answer. Your objective is to
understand how the different combinations of Perspectives create different ideas of
progress and equity and how those decisions developed the history we are studying
today. How do these different perspectives affect your life and your decision making?
Do you make the best or correct decisions when you need to? If not, why?
Understanding Perspectives will give you a better perspective on how to obtain
success in your life.
When reading an article, book, and or studying an event or situation look at every person and or
situation and analyze the concept of Equity vs. Progress. People and events will always
experience progression and regression. Someone will always gain some type of progress while
someone will digress. Rarely will there be an event where everyone involved will experience
the same amount of progress. Every situation will also be considered equitable or inequitable.
Is progress more important than equity? In history you will notice how decisions either focus
more on progress while alienating equity or equity will be used to justify change which does not
always equate to progress. Using the ISPICE concept and incorporating Perspectives will
explain in better detail the concept of why either Progress or Equity is prioritized.
1.

Who is for or against the topic?
a. Identify who is for and against the topic in the text.
b. Choose if you are for, against or neutral on the topic.
i. Explain why
c. Pick a side you would prefer to see treated fairly and or progress.
i. Make a personal connection
d. How does your views connect with the views of the topic?

2.

What type of progress and equity do you see?
a. Use ISPICE to describe the type of progress and equity.
i. Ex. This is economic progress because, or this is socially inequitable because,
or this form of ideology is progressive because…

3.

Who is progressing and who is digressing?
a. Which one is considered more important and what shows this reasoning?
b. How are they progressing and or digressing (answer using examples of ISPICE)?

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

c.

Is progress being limited/procrastinated or is everything being done to achieve full
progress (in the shortest amount of time)?

4.

What is fair and what is not fair?
a. How are the decisions or events equitable and or inequitable (answer using
examples of ISPICE?
b. Is equity being limited/procrastinated or is everything being done to achieve full
equity (in the shortest amount of time)?
c. Most readings will show both equity and inequitable situations for each event and
or people involved.

5.

Does Progress and Equity look any different for the different groups of people involved?
a. If so, what does progress look like for them
i. Why is it different from the majority?

6.

Does Progress or Equity hold more influence or is it balanced?
a. Was the right amount of Progress and Equity given?
i. Discuss using the ISPICE concept

7.

How did the outcomes affect everyone involved (use ISPICE)?
a. What did the person/people achieve?
b. Should they have received more?
i. How did society during that time view the outcome?
1. Did society want what was fair?
2. Did society want what was considered progress?
3. Did society accept the outcome?
ii. How do you view the outcome?
1. Explain with examples discussing Equity and Progress with ISPICE?

8.

How does all the different perspectives connect using the ISPICE concepts?
a. What was lost and what was gained using ISPICE concepts.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Progress

Equity

Growth / Get Better

Fair not Equal

PROGRESS

Growth / Get Better
TYPES OF PERSPECTIVE

versus

EQUITY

Same
Fair
Evaluating Progress and Equity
Historical Perspective
Your Perspective

Progress is being shown because _______.
Progress is not being shown because ________________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (ISPCE)
progress because ________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (ISPCE)
progress because ____.
Equity is being shown because _______.
Equity is not being shown because ________.
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because
________.
(Name) is guiding/helping (Example) when __________.
Prioritizing equity is showing (ISPCE) progress
because ________.
Prioritizing equity is not showing (ISPCE) progress
because _________.

Impartial
Other’s Perspective

1.

(Topic / Person / Group) is being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

2.

(Topic/Person / Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

3.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

4.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

5.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is showing a balance of
(Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

6.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not showing a balance
of (Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Equality vs. Justice
Equality and Justice falls under Progress and Equity because public opinion and the eyes of
the law doesn’t always define equality and justice correctly. Equal is sometimes confused
with Equity but they are far from being alike. Equality “justified” slavery and the unfair
treatment of Africans in America because all Africans were treated as the same. Would you
give the keys to your car to a child who was five years old to drive because you gave them to
his twenty-one-year-old brother a day earlier? Of course not. Yes, the five-year-old may say
it’s not fair, but you don’t give him the same privileges as his older brother. So, it is fair to
not give the keys to the child because the child has not earned the privilege or right to drive.
Just is based on or behaving according to what is morally right and fair. Justice is impartial
behavior or treatment. Justice is much closer to equity than equality. Justice normally
discusses fairness in the legal and spiritual systems. Justice is the “system” that decides
what is fair and appropriate based on the events that occurred. Justice is not bias and is
impartial.
As you research the actions of individuals and societies. Review Equality and Justice and
analyze how it comes into play when discussing Progress and Equity.
1. Who is should be treated same?
2.

What should Justice look like?

3. How does the concept of Equality affect the person and or event using ISPICE?
a. Give examples
4. How does the concept of Justice affect the person and or event using ISPICE?
a. Give examples
5. How does Logic and Emotion help determine how Equity and Justice should be
used? (use ISPICE)
a. How much logic do you feel is being used to determine how Equality and or
Justice should be used?
i. Is Equality/Justice concept being used in the right way?
ii. Is Equality/Justice being used in the wrong way?
b. How much emotion do you feel is being used?
i. Is Equality/Justice being used in the right way?
ii. Is Equality/Justice being used in the wrong way?
6. What was achieved and or lost using Equality and or Justice using ISPICE concepts?
a. How did Equality vs. Justice affect the outcome?
b. How did the people feel about the outcome?
c. How do you feel about the outcome?
7. How does all the different perspectives connect using the ISPICE concepts?
a. What was lost and what was gained when factoring in all the perspectives?
i. Was it worth it?

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Equality

Justice

Same
Fair
Impartial
There are times when not being treated the same is fair.
What could they be watching that the child shouldn’t see?
However, being treated the same isn’t always fair but justice
should always be impartial regardless of the system.
PROGRESS

Growth / Get Better
TYPES OF PERSPECTIVE

versus

EQUITY

Same
Fair
Evaluating Progress and Equity
Historical Perspective
Your Perspective

Progress is being shown because _______.
Progress is not being shown because ________________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (ISPCE)
progress because ________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (ISPCE)
progress because ____.
Equity is being shown because _______.
Equity is not being shown because ________.
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because
________.
(Name) is guiding/helping (Example) when __________.
Prioritizing equity is showing (ISPCE) progress
because ________.
Prioritizing equity is not showing (ISPCE) progress
because _________.

Impartial
Other’s Perspective

1.

(Topic / Person / Group) is being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

2.

(Topic/Person / Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

3.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

4.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

5.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is showing a balance of
(Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

6.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not showing a balance
of (Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Need vs Want
When reading an article, book, and or studying an event or situation look at every
person and or situation and analyze the concept of Need vs. Want. Identify if the
perspectives are associated with a need or a want. Does the individual or group need or
want the desired topic?
Need is defined as something you can’t live without. Anything that is essential for
survival. Everything else falls into the category of want.
Want is something one desires to have, that one may or may not be able to obtain. Want
is inessential for basic survival but is usually required for the fulfillment of desires.
When analyzing Progress vs. Equity identify what is needed and what is considered a
want.
1. What are the individual/group of people actions and perspectives being
demonstrated that affects the need and or want?
2. How does the perspective of need affect the dynamics of the topic or even using
ISPICE?
a. Give examples
3. How does the perspective of want affect the dynamics of the topic or event using
ISPICE?
a. Give examples
4. Is there a disconnect between Need and Want between the people involved
a. Who views the want as a need?
b. Who views the need as a want?
c. How do these perspectives create an alliance and or conflict?
5. How does ISPICE help clarify Need vs. Want?
a. How is the need being obtained?
i. Is it being obtained the right way?
ii. Is it being obtained the wrong way?
b. How is the want being obtained?
i. Is it being obtained the right way?
ii. Is it being obtained the wrong way?
6. What was achieved and or lost using ISPICE?
a. How did need and want affect the outcome?
b. How did the different parties feel about the outcome?
c. How do you feel about the outcome?
7. How does all the different perspectives connect using the ISPICE concepts?
a. What was lost and what was gained using the ISPICE concepts?

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Want

Need

Not a Necessity / Selfish /
Live Comfortably

Necessity to live /
Survival

PROGRESS

Growth / Get Better
TYPES OF PERSPECTIVE

versus

EQUITY

Same
Fair
Evaluating Progress and Equity
Historical Perspective
Your Perspective

Progress is being shown because _______.
Progress is not being shown because ________________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (ISPCE)
progress because ________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (ISPCE)
progress because ____.
Equity is being shown because _______.
Equity is not being shown because ________.
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because
________.
(Name) is guiding/helping (Example) when __________.
Prioritizing equity is showing (ISPCE) progress
because ________.
Prioritizing equity is not showing (ISPCE) progress
because _________.

Impartial
Other’s Perspective

1.

(Topic / Person / Group) is being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

2.

(Topic/Person / Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

3.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

4.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

5.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is showing a balance of
(Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

6.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not showing a balance
of (Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Martin vs. Malcolm – How Does Grit Affect the Topic?
When reading an article, book, and or studying an event or situation look at every person
and analyze the concept of “how far are they willing to go” to achieve their goal. Do the
people involved have a mindset of “By any means necessary” or do they place limitations on
how they plan to proceed when trying to achieve their objectives. Is there a line that a
person or society is not willing to cross, or do they not care if they are crossing any line
when trying to achieve their goal? Some people will sell their soul to gain the dream they
feel they need while others will value love and their family over their dream.

Strength vs. Weakness
The concept of strength and weakness is built around context. A person can look strong but
have a weak heart while a person with a strong heart can look weak. A person can control
his actions and not get violent while another will fight a person over the same thing. Who is
showing strength and who is considered weak? Strength does not necessarily mean
physical strength; it can also mean mental and emotional strength. Strength can mean
staying true to your values no matter what is presented in front of you that would
compromise your loved ones, beliefs or goals. Both Malcolm X and Martin Luther King Jr.
understood this and were considered strong even though they had different perspectives on
what strength looked like. Strength is never giving up but also understanding when to
move on. This is where the idea of grit comes in.
Grit is how you persevere though adversity. When analyzing information identify who is
fighting through adversity and what is challenging them. Are they giving up or are they
adjusting and trying to figure the problem out? Grit can also mean slow grind. Things may
not always change immediately but people involved are consistent and dedicated to their
cause. What is the process to achieve the goals? What is the individual or group enduring
as they go through this process? Analyze what changed, how long it took to change, and
why it finally changed? Who persevered, moved on, or gave up?
When a person decides to continue to fight instead of moving on, grit can get you into
trouble. These actions aren’t normally associated with being gritty, it is normally called
being stupid, crazy, or illogical. Fighting Mike Tyson in his prime without gloves and no
fighting experience for any reason isn’t gritty. How does grit get people or a society in
trouble? Sometimes when you press too much or when individuals do not know when to
step back, they lose or put themselves in horrible situations that they can’t overcome. Look
for these situations when analyzing and researching information. This is a key factor when
studying key individuals, societies and empires in history.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

1. Who is using Martin concepts and who is using Malcolm concepts?
2. How does the concept of Martin Luther King Jr. (nonviolence or placing a limit of
how far you are willing to go) affect the person and or event using ISPICE?
a. Give examples
3. How does the concept of Malcolm X (violence or “by any means necessary”, no
limitations placed when trying to achieve an objective) affect the person and or
event using ISPICE?
a. Give examples
4. How does Logic and Emotion help determine whether Martin or Malcolm should be
used? (use ISPICE)
a. How much logic do you feel is being used?
i. Is Martin/Malcolm concept being used in the right way?
ii. Is Martin/Malcolm being used in the wrong way?
b. How much emotion do you feel is being used?
i. Is Martin/Malcolm being used in the right way?
ii. Is Martin/Malcolm being used in the wrong way?
5. What was achieved and or lost using Martin or Malcolm using the ISPICE concepts?
a. How did Martin vs. Malcolm affect the outcome?
b. How did the people feel about the outcome?
c. How do you feel about the outcome?
6. How does all the different perspectives connect using the ISPICE concepts?
a. What was lost and what was gained when factoring in all the perspectives?
i. Was it worth it?
7. Who is strong?
a. Who is showing strength?
b. What type of strength is being shown?
8. Who is fighting through adversity?
a. What is challenging or holding them back?
b. Are they giving up or are they adjusting and trying to figure the problem
out?
c. What is the process they decided take to achieve the goals?
d. What is the individual or group enduring as they go through this process?
e. Analyze what changed, how long it took to change, and why it finally
changed?
f. Who persevered, moved on, or gave up?
9. Does grit get people or a society in trouble?

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Martin

Malcolm

A line you will not cross

By any means necessary

Grit

Are they showing progressive grit, negative grit or quitting?

Disciplined / Perseverance

Focused / Disciplined
The Process

What you/they feel during the process

PROGRESS

Growth / Get Better
TYPES OF PERSPECTIVE

versus

EQUITY

Same
Fair
Evaluating Progress and Equity
Historical Perspective
Your Perspective

Progress is being shown because _______.
Progress is not being shown because ________________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (ISPCE)
progress because ________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (ISPCE)
progress because ____.
Equity is being shown because _______.
Equity is not being shown because ________.
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because
________.
(Name) is guiding/helping (Example) when __________.
Prioritizing equity is showing (ISPCE) progress
because ________.
Prioritizing equity is not showing (ISPCE) progress
because _________.

Impartial
Other’s Perspective

1.

(Topic / Person / Group) is being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

2.

(Topic/Person / Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

3.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

4.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

5.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is showing a balance of
(Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

6.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not showing a
balance of (Perspective) and (Perspective), etc.
because ____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Logic (Reason vs. Innovation) vs. Emotion
When reading an article, book, and or studying an event or situation look at every person and or
situation and analyze the concept of Logic (Reason vs. Innovation) and Emotion. Do the
people/society involved respond logically or do they allow their emotions to take over? What was
once considered logical is now illogical, and what was once considered emotional is now considered
logical, how much does emotion influence what we consider logical and how much emotion is
required to make a logical decision?
Being logical puts you in the conservative box. Sometimes the logical idea can suppress progress
because it limits innovation. Innovation requires you to think outside the box and that requires you
to be open minded. As you grapple with the concept of logic, think about if the logical choice is the
right choice. Sometimes being shot or being arrested can lead to progress. This is where Malcolm vs.
Martin and Conservative vs. Liberal comes into play. Ironically, you can be conservative and think
outside the box to ensure things do not change. Therefore, innovation is categorized with logic.
Logic will always compete with innovation because the two are almost synonymous. Logic looks into
the past while innovation investigates the future to determine what the correct solution should be.
When exercising grit, are you or they being more logical or emotional? When does grit require you to
be innovative? When does grit contradict Logic? When can grit contradict emotion? When can grit
be negative to your success? When is it time to give up and move on or continue to keep fighting?
1.

Who is being logical and who is being emotional or is it a combination of both?

2.

How is Logic affecting the person/society and or event using ISPICE?
a. Is the response reasonable to the person/group/society?
i. Give examples why
b. Do the other people involved believe this is a reasonable response?
i. Give examples
c. Do you believe the response is reasonable?
i. Give examples

3.

How is Emotion affecting the person/group/society and or event using ISPICE?
a. Is the response reasonable
b. Do the other people involved react with an emotional response?

4.

Are the person or people involved thinking outside the box?
a. Is the idea or action showing innovation or would it be considered insane or crazy?
b. What does their society feel or think about the ideas or actions that are being
presented to them?
c. Why is this idea considered innovative or is it innovative?
i. Explain
d. Would this idea that is maybe considered innovative at the time be considered
logical or common sense now?
e. How would this idea change the society and the world?
f. What encouraged this type of thinking or idea?
i. Was it based out of emotion or the fact that the logical response was not
working or was it a mix of both?

5.

Does Logic or Emotion hold more influence or is it balanced?
a. Discuss using the ISPICE concept.
i. How would society answer this question?
1. Break the people down into groups to answer this question.
ii. How would you answer this question?

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

6.

How is Logic and Emotion intertwined with the event using ISPICE?
a. How did Logic and Emotion work together to help create the outcome?
i. How did Logic and Emotion influence progress?
1. Give examples
ii. How did Logic and Emotion influence equity?
1. Give examples
iii. Was the right amount of Logic and Emotion used?

7.

How do Progress vs. Equity and Martin vs. Malcolm connect to Logic vs. Emotion using the
ISPICE concepts?
a. What was lost and what was gained using the ISPICE concepts

Logic/Illogical

Innovative

Emotions

Past Thinking/Fixed Mindset

Growth or Emotional mindset

Always Changing – Blinding

PROGRESS

Growth / Get Better
TYPES OF PERSPECTIVE

versus

EQUITY

Same
Fair
Evaluating Progress and Equity
Historical Perspective
Your Perspective

Progress is being shown because _______.
Progress is not being shown because ________________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (ISPCE)
progress because ________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (ISPCE)
progress because ____.
Equity is being shown because _______.
Equity is not being shown because ________.
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because
________.
(Name) is guiding/helping (Example) when __________.
Prioritizing equity is showing (ISPCE) progress
because ________.
Prioritizing equity is not showing (ISPCE) progress
because _________.

Impartial
Other’s Perspective

1.

(Topic / Person / Group) is being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

2.

(Topic/Person / Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

3.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

4.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

5.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is showing a balance of
(Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

6.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not showing a balance
of (Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Liberal vs. Conservative
The fundamental difference between liberals and conservatives is in how much of the
past/present should be preserved for the future. There are also different levels of Liberals and
Conservatives. Liberals are permissive and believe in the winds of change (often using progress,
equity or equality as the talking points). Conservatives on the other hand want to preserve the
existing structures. They have different views because they often have different experiences.
Conservatives typically come from the dominate groups for whom the present is convenient.
Liberals often from the challenger groups for who change is necessary. Thus, the minorities and
immigrants are often liberals while someone from a majority community is more likely to be a
conservative. Therefore, an Indian who might be a liberal in the US might be a conservative in
India. Again, there are economic conservatives and there are social conservatives. Economic
conservatives tend to come from economically dominant groups and social conservatives
often come from socially dominant groups.
In summation everyone is a liberal and everyone is a conservative. If something is going well for
you or you are benefiting from it, then why change it? If you need change and you understand
change will benefit you, then why not change it? As humans sometimes we don’t embrace
change that we need and sometimes we accept change that we don’t need. It is all about how
the information is presented and if you see value in being closed minded or open to change. The
grass is always greener on the other side, until it is not. Aligning yourself with others based on
whether you are looking for change or you want things to stay the same can be very beneficial or
dangerous.
1. Who is being a liberal and who is being a conservative or are they being both?
a. How is Liberalism affecting the person/society or event (use ISPICE)?
2. How is Liberalism affecting the person and or event (use ISPICE)?
a. Is the response reasonable to the person/group/society?
i. Give examples of why
b. Do the other people involved believe this is a reasonable response?
i. Give examples
3. How is Conservatism affecting the person/group/society and or event (use ISPICE)?
a. Are the responses reasonable?
i. Give examples
b. Do the other people involved react with an emotional response?
4. Does Liberalism or Conservatism hold more influence or is it balanced?
a. Discuss using the ISPICE concept
i. How would society answer this question?
1. Break the people down into groups to answer the question.
ii. How would you answer this question?
5. How is Liberalism and Conservativism intertwined with the event using ISPICE?
a. How did Liberalism and Conservativism influence progress?
i. Does progress require change?
1. If so, how much
a. Give examples
b. How does Liberalism and Conservativism influence equity
i. How do you measure equity when progress is the focus?
1. Give examples

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

6. How does all the different perspectives connect using the ISPICE concepts?
a. What was lost and what was gained using ISPICE concepts?

Conservative

Liberal

Open Minded
Closed Minded
Everyone is Conservative and Liberal
PROGRESS

Growth / Get Better
TYPES OF PERSPECTIVE

versus

EQUITY

Same
Fair
Evaluating Progress and Equity
Historical Perspective
Your Perspective

Progress is being shown because _______.
Progress is not being shown because ________________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (ISPCE)
progress because ________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (ISPCE)
progress because ____.
Equity is being shown because _______.
Equity is not being shown because ________.
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because
________.
(Name) is guiding/helping (Example) when __________.
Prioritizing equity is showing (ISPCE) progress
because ________.
Prioritizing equity is not showing (ISPCE) progress
because _________.

Impartial
Other’s Perspective

1.

(Topic / Person / Group) is being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

2.

(Topic/Person / Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

3.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

4.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

5.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is showing a balance of
(Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

6.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not showing a balance
of (Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Black vs White vs Grey - Right vs. Wrong
Are the people involved making the right or wrong decision or is it grey? Grey
means there are exceptions and certain actions can be overlooked because of the
situation or there a such thing as grey? Some people feel right is right and wrong is
wrong but what if doing wrong gets you to the right outcome and doing right gets
you the wrong outcome? This Perspective is centered around morals and how
morals interact with different cultures.
What is right, preferred or accepted? Sometimes the way you deliver the message
could weigh more than being right. How are they delivering the message?
1. How does the Black vs. White vs. Grey concept (morals are different based on
time and culture) affect the person/group and or event using ISPICE?
a. Give examples
b. Which color has more influence?
i. What does progress look like when the actions are wrong vs
when they are right?
ii. What does equity look like when actions are wrong vs when
they are right?
2. What was achieved and or lost when focusing on Right vs. Wrong?
a. How did Black vs. White vs. Grey affect the outcome?
b. How did society feel about the outcome?
c. How do you feel about the outcome?
3. How does Right vs. Wrong vs. Grey affect your decision-making?
a. Does your perspective contradict or align with this concept?
i. Explain why or why not
ii. Is it important that it aligns – Does it matter?
iii. Explain using examples
4. How is the message being delivered?
a. Is it the correct way to respond, preferred way or the acceptable way
to respond?
b. Does the way the message is delivered limit progress?
c. Does the way the message is delivered limit equity?
5. How do all the different perspectives connect using the ISPICE concepts?
a. What was lost and what was gained?

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Wrong

Right

Grey = Depends

White and Black

Circumstantial

Right isn’t always Right

Emotion

How to Deliver or Accept /
What You’re Supposed to Do

Perspective/Always Changing
Blinding

PROGRESS

Growth / Get Better
TYPES OF PERSPECTIVE

versus

EQUITY

Same
Fair
Evaluating Progress and Equity
Historical Perspective
Your Perspective

Progress is being shown because _______.
Progress is not being shown because ________________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (ISPCE)
progress because ________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (ISPCE)
progress because ____.
Equity is being shown because _______.
Equity is not being shown because ________.
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because
________.
(Name) is guiding/helping (Example) when __________.
Prioritizing equity is showing (ISPCE) progress
because ________.
Prioritizing equity is not showing (ISPCE) progress
because _________.

Impartial
Other’s Perspective

1.

(Topic / Person / Group) is being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

2.

(Topic/Person / Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

3.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

4.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

5.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is showing a balance of
(Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

6.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not showing a
balance of (Perspective) and (Perspective), etc.
because ____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Public Opinion vs. Law =
Truth vs. Lies + Opinion vs. Facts vs. Guidance vs. Manipulation
Right and Wrong are different from Truth and Lies. You do right by telling the truth and you
do wrong when you lie. In today’s climate sometimes telling the truth may get you in more
trouble than telling a lie. As you analyze events, what is the truth? What are the facts?
What are the lies? Facts exist in reality, whereas truths are usually the things that one
believes to be true, or the things that are true in the current situation. For example, your
truth can be based on what you see, hear, or feel. Truth can be contradicted and argued,
because you didn’t see, hear, or missed a fact. Facts however are concrete and can’t be
contradicted or argued. It is difficult to discern what is right and wrong if you do not know
the facts. Facts can answer the ‘where,’ ‘when’ and ‘how’ questions, but truth answers the
‘why’ question. Opinions are okay to have whether you have all the information or not, but
your opinion becomes a lie when you know the “facts” and you ignore them and voice your
opinion as if they were facts. It is okay to change your opinion, but you can’t change facts.
Guidance is when you are receiving advice, direction, support from a leader or mentor.
Guidance’s main purpose is to help you progress. Manipulation is when the other party
progresses at your expense. Manipulation occurs when an individual purposely gives you
‘certain’ facts to trick you to believe something that is not completely true. For example,
data is great, but data can easily be used to manipulate the truth. When analyzing the truth
make sure you have all the information and it is free from bias. The Botham Jean and the
Exonerated 5 cases are perfect examples of arguing Truth vs. Lies combined with Opinion
vs. Facts to illustrate how the law will Manipulate these concepts to present and defend a
case.

1.
2.
3.
4.

What are the opinions before the facts are known?
What are the facts?
What is the truth?
How should you weigh “their” or “your” truth?
a. Just because you may have heard, saw or experienced the event does not
always make your truth credible.
b. Vantage Point - How many people experienced or witnessed your truth?
i. This is where varies testimonies are very important in a court case.
5. How do the truth and facts work together?
6. How do the truth and facts not work together?
7. What are the opinions after the facts are known?
8. How are the facts being used after they have been presented?
9. How does society view the events?
a. Innocent or guilty?
b. Right or wrong?
10. How does the law view the event or situation?
a. Innocent or guilty?
b. Right or wrong?
11. Is there anyone lying or manipulating the events facts or the truth?

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Guidance or Manipulation?

Are people being helped or tricked/lied to __________?

Public Opinion

Eyes of the Law

Consensus
Legal / Illegal
Right can be considered wrong and wrong can be considered right

Truth

Lies

Experience / Witness / Feel
Untruth
There are truths but may not be factual; lies are lies.

Facts

Opinion

Verity
Doesn’t worry about feelings

Bias
Feelings Based

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Equality

Justice

Same
Fair
Impartial
There are times when not being treated the same is fair.
What could they be watching that the child shouldn’t see?
However, being treated the same isn’t always fair but justice
should always be fair regardless of the system.
PROGRESS

Growth / Get Better
TYPES OF PERSPECTIVE

versus

EQUITY

Same
Fair
Evaluating Progress and Equity
Historical Perspective
Your Perspective

Progress is being shown because _______.
Progress is not being shown because ________________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (ISPCE)
progress because ________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (ISPCE)
progress because ____.
Equity is being shown because _______.
Equity is not being shown because ________.
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because
________.
(Name) is guiding/helping (Example) when __________.
Prioritizing equity is showing (ISPCE) progress
because ________.
Prioritizing equity is not showing (ISPCE) progress
because _________.

Impartial
Other’s Perspective

1.

(Topic / Person / Group) is being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

2.

(Topic/Person / Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

3.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

4.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

5.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is showing a balance of
(Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

6.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not showing a balance
of (Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Spiritual vs. Secular
Do the people involved have a spiritual or secular perspective as they are making their
decisions? Spiritual perspectives involve religious or spiritual influence. Secular perspective is
a perspective that is grounded without religious or spiritual concepts. Unfortunately,
individuals have used religion to justify selfish and unjustified actions that God would not
condone. Man have also used secular views to dismiss religious laws to condone their own
actions. When studying history are people making decisions and living a life that their God
would accept or is the society making decisions for themselves without looking to their God for
guidance or is it a balance? Most importantly should there be a balance?
The perspective of Faith is a part of Spiritual. It can be considered truth or even a fact even
though it has not occurred. Time is what makes this perspective difficult since the expectation
has not occurred. After the expectation occurs then faith is seen, but if it does not was the
person lying, lied to, or it was never going to occur?
1. How does the Spiritual concept (example – religious, spiritual, supernatural, divine,
sacred, Bible, Torah, Quran, Bhagwat Gita) affect the person, society and or event?
2. How does the Secular concept (logic and science trumping religion, separation of church
and state, personal view over religious or God’s views) affect the person, society and or
event?
3. How does Spiritual and Secular help determine these concepts using ISPICE?
a. How much spiritual influence is there or affecting the situation?
i. Is it being used the right way?
ii. Is it being used the wrong way?
b. How much secular influence is there or affecting the situation?
i. Is it being used the right way?
ii. Is it being used the wrong way?
4. What was being achieved and or lost using the ISPICE concept?
a. How did Spiritual vs. Secular affect the outcome?
b. How did the people feel about the outcome?
c. How do you feel about the outcome?
5. How is science being used and affecting the discussion of Secular vs. Spiritual?
a. Does it affirm or discount your perspective?
6. How is logic being used and affecting the discussion of Secular vs. Spiritual?
a. Does your perspective contradict or align with your spiritual beliefs?
i. Explain why or why not
ii. Is it important that your beliefs align? – How much does it matter?
iii. Explain using examples?
b. Does your perspective contradict or align with your secular beliefs?
i. Explain why or why not
ii. Is it important that your beliefs align? – How much does it matter?
iii. Explain using examples?
7. How does all the different perspectives connect using the ISPICE concepts?
a. What was lost and what was gained or how was things balanced?

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Spiritual

Religion

Incorporeal

Structured Religions

Faith

Secular

Belief without seeing

Nonreligious / Worldly

PROGRESS

Growth / Get Better
TYPES OF PERSPECTIVE

versus

EQUITY

Same
Fair
Evaluating Progress and Equity
Historical Perspective
Your Perspective

Progress is being shown because _______.
Progress is not being shown because ________________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (ISPCE)
progress because ________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (ISPCE)
progress because ____.
Equity is being shown because _______.
Equity is not being shown because ________.
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because
________.
(Name) is guiding/helping (Example) when __________.
Prioritizing equity is showing (ISPCE) progress
because ________.
Prioritizing equity is not showing (ISPCE) progress
because _________.

Impartial
Other’s Perspective

1.

(Topic / Person / Group) is being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

2.

(Topic/Person / Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

3.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not being/showing
(Perspective) because ____________.

4.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

5.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is showing a balance of
(Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. because
____________.

6.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not showing a
balance of (Perspective) and (Perspective), etc.
because ____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Connection to You
Everything you ever learn should by analyzed. Does the information you are accessing connect to
your life? Will the information connect to your life later as you get older? How does the information
connect to your past, your present, and your future? Is the information (any information) that being
presented relevant to your life? Always find a takeaway whenever you are learning and make the
knowledge useful to your growth and progress.
1.

What connections can be made about the topics versus your life?

2.

How do you base your decision-making versus the decisions being made?

3.

How does your perspective affect how you see things compared to society’s perspective?

4.

How does what you have learned relate to your past experiences?

5.

How does the different scenarios we have studied connect with you and your goals?
a. How can what you have studied be used to achieving your goals?

6.

How much grit do you have?
a. How does grit affect your progress though perseverance when dealing with
adversity?

7.

What concepts do you use on a regular basis and how do they influence your perspective and
path to success?

8.

What was the definition of success for the society’s we discussed and is your definition of
success related?

9.

Are there any limits you are not willing to cross to achieve your goals?

10. What have you learned that you will apply to being successful as you move on in life?

11. Explain how you have you connect with as you study history?

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

PROGRESS

Growth / Get Better
TYPES OF PERSPECTIVE

versus

EQUITY

Same
Fair
Evaluating Progress and Equity
Historical Perspective
Your Perspective

Impartial
Other’s Perspective

I am showing progress because _______.
I am not progressing because ________________.

1.

(Topic / Person / Group) is
being/showing (Perspective) because
____________.

2.

(Topic/Person / Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because ___________.

3.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not
being/showing (Perspective) because
____________.

4.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not
prioritizing (Perspective) because
___________.

5.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is showing a
balance of (Perspective) and
(Perspective), etc. because ____________.

6.

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not showing
a balance of (Perspective) and
(Perspective), etc. because ____________.

When I prioritize (Perspective), I’m showing (ISPCE)
progress because _______.
When I don’t prioritize (Perspective) I (don’t) show
(ISPCE) progress _________.
Although I don’t think (Example) is equitable, I will
_______ because/since _____.
(Person) was equitable because I ________.
Going out my way even though I was (Perspective)
allowed _________.
When I manipulate (Perspective) I created (ISPCE)
progress because _____.
Being (Perspective) doesn’t always result in my
version of (progress/fairness) because _______.
Being (Perspective) doesn’t always result in my
version of (progress/fairness) but I will ________ to
show (ISPCE) progress because ____.
When I prioritize (Goal), I can’t/must be
(Perspective) because ________.
When I get frustrated/angry I affect my progress
because I (Explain with Example).
(Name) is guiding/helping/manipulating me when
__________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Your Final Answer – Bring It All Together
Although you may come into the conversation or topic with a preconceived perspective
at this point you should have validated your thoughts with evidence, or you will have
changed your perspective because of the evidence you discovered. Once analyzing all
the different Perspectives individually with ISPICE, how does the different Perspectives
influence each other? For example, how does Logic vs. Emotion work with and or
against Progress vs. Equity? Another example would be, how does Conservative vs.
Secular vs. Public Opinion vs. Martin work with or against Progress and Equity?

1. Analyze and compare concepts and evaluate your answer.
2. What were your views on the topic did it change after analysis?
a. Research information on the topic
i. Choose the important examples
ii. Don’t be biased – use all relevant information to come up with
a logical answer.
3. Final answer
a. Bring everything together and answer the question
i. You do not have to use every Perspective but choose the most
relevant to answer your question.
1. Be able to discuss Progress and Equity
a. Choose at least 3 to 4 Perspectives to support
your answer.
i. Be able to discuss every Perspective
whether you use them in your answer or
not.
b. Self-reflection
i. Did your views change?
ii. What did you notice that was significant?
iii. How do you think this will alter history?
iv. How can this information alter your future?
c. Relate it to you and how it can apply to your life
i. Personal life
ii. Goals you have for your life
iii. Connection to your purpose
iv. Connection to other people’s lives

Follow Through
After an individual has thoroughly broken down the rationale to either execute or
not execute an action, their needs to be follow through with action. Progress only
occurs with effective action. Individuals can think it, Societies can want it but it is
only until they act on their thoughts and beliefs change will occur.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

PERSPECTIVES
TYPES OF PERSPECTIVES

Historical Perspective

Your Perspective

Choose at least 2 Perspectives
that are NOT on the same row
and decide which Perspective is
prioritized or you feel is more
important than the other(s) or
if they are equal.

Circle the Perspective you
feel is prioritized or more
important on each row.

Progress

Other’s Perspective

Equity
1. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is
being/showing
(Perspective) because
____________.

Growth / Get Better

Fair not Equal

Want

Need

Not a Necessity / Selfish /
Live Comfortably

Necessity to live /
Survival

Martin

Malcolm

A line you will not cross

By any means necessary

2. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because
___________.
3. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
being/showing
(Perspective) because
____________.
4. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
prioritizing
(Perspective) because
___________.
5. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is showing a
balance of
(Perspective) and
(Perspective), etc.
because ____________.
6. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
showing a balance of
(Perspective) and
(Perspective), etc.
because ____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Choose at least 2 Perspectives
that are NOT on the same row
and decide which Perspective is
prioritized or you feel is more
important than the other(s) or
if they are equal.

Circle the Perspective you
feel is prioritized or more
important on each row.

Grit

Are they showing progressive grit, negative grit or quitting?

1. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is
being/showing
(Perspective) because
____________.

What you/they feel during the process

Disciplined / Perseverance

Focused / Disciplined
The Process

Logic

Innovative/Crazy

Past Thinking

Future or Crazy Thinking

Conservative

Liberal

Closed Minded
Open Minded
Everyone is Conservative and Liberal
Evaluating Progress and Equity
Progress is being shown because _______.
Progress is not being shown because ________________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (ISPCE) progress because ________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (ISPCE) progress because ____.
Equity is being shown because _______.
Equity is not being shown because ________.
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because ________.
(Name) is guiding/helping (Example) when __________.
Prioritizing equity is showing (ISPCE) progress because ________.
Prioritizing equity is not showing (ISPCE) progress because _________.

2. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because
___________.
3. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
being/showing
(Perspective) because
____________.
4. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
prioritizing
(Perspective) because
___________.
5. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is showing a
balance of
(Perspective) and
(Perspective), etc.
because ____________.
6. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
showing a balance of
(Perspective) and
(Perspective), etc.
because ____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Choose at least 2 Perspectives
that are NOT on the same row
and decide which Perspective is
prioritized or you feel is more
important than the other(s) or
if they are equal.

Circle the Perspective you
feel is prioritized or more
important on each row.

Wrong

Right

Grey = Depends
1. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is
being/showing
(Perspective) because
____________.

White and Black

Circumstantial

Right isn’t always Right

Emotion

2. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because
___________.
3. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
being/showing
(Perspective) because
____________.

How to Deliver or Accept /
What You’re Supposed to Do

Feelings

Public Opinion

Eyes of the Law

Consensus

Legal / Illegal

Right can be considered wrong and wrong can be considered right
Evaluating Progress and Equity
Progress is being shown because _______.
Progress is not being shown because ________________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (ISPCE) progress because ________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (ISPCE) progress because ____.
Equity is being shown because _______.
Equity is not being shown because ________.
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because ________.
(Name) is guiding/helping (Example) when __________.
Prioritizing equity is showing (ISPCE) progress because ________.
Prioritizing equity is not showing (ISPCE) progress because _________.

4. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
prioritizing
(Perspective) because
___________.
5. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is showing a
balance of
(Perspective) and
(Perspective), etc.
because ____________.
6. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
showing a balance of
(Perspective) and
(Perspective), etc.
because ____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Choose at least 2 Perspectives
that are NOT on the same row
and decide which Perspective is
prioritized or you feel is more
important than the other(s) or
if they are equal.

Circle the Perspective you
feel is prioritized or more
important on each row.

Truth

Lies
1. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is
being/showing
(Perspective) because
____________.

Experience / Witness / Feel
Untruthful
There are various truths but may not be factual; lies are lies.

Facts

Opinion

Verity
Doesn’t worry about feelings

Bias
Feelings Based

Equality

Justice

Same
Fair
Impartial
There are times when not being treated the same is fair.
What could they be watching that the child shouldn’t see?
However, being treated the same isn’t always fair but justice
should always be fair regardless of the system.
Evaluating Progress and Equity
Progress is being shown because _______.
Progress is not being shown because ________________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (ISPCE) progress because ________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (ISPCE) progress because ____.
Equity is being shown because _______.
Equity is not being shown because ________.
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because ________.
(Name) is guiding/helping (Example) when __________.
Prioritizing equity is showing (ISPCE) progress because ________.
Prioritizing equity is not showing (ISPCE) progress because _________.

2. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because
___________.
3. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
being/showing
(Perspective) because
____________.
4. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
prioritizing
(Perspective) because
___________.
5. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is showing a
balance of
(Perspective) and
(Perspective), etc.
because ____________.
6. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
showing a balance of
(Perspective) and
(Perspective), etc.
because ____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

Choose at least 2 Perspectives
that are NOT on the same row
and decide which Perspective is
prioritized or you feel is more
important than the other(s) or
if they are equal.

Circle the Perspective you
feel is prioritized or more
important on each row.

Guidance or Manipulation?
1. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is
being/showing
(Perspective) because
____________.
Are people being helped or played to __________?

Spiritual

Religion

2. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is prioritizing
(Perspective) because
___________.
3. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
being/showing
(Perspective) because
____________.

Incorporeal

Structured Spirituality

Faith

Secular

Belief without seeing

Nonreligious / Worldly

Evaluating Progress and Equity
Progress is being shown because _______.
Progress is not being shown because ________________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (ISPCE) progress because ________.
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (ISPCE) progress because ____.
Equity is being shown because _______.
Equity is not being shown because ________.
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because ________.
(Name) is guiding/helping (Example) when __________.
Prioritizing equity is showing (ISPCE) progress because ________.
Prioritizing equity is not showing (ISPCE) progress because _________.

4. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
prioritizing
(Perspective) because
___________.
5. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is showing a
balance of
(Perspective) and
(Perspective), etc.
because ____________.
6. (Topic/ Person /
Group) is not
showing a balance of
(Perspective) and
(Perspective), etc.
because ____________.

The more Perspectives you connect to a topic, the better you understand the topic.

